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Abstract

Most of the pathogenic variants in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) exist in a

heteroplasmic state (coexistence of mutant and wild‐type mtDNA). Understanding

how mtDNA is transmitted is crucial for predicting mitochondrial disease risk.

Previous studies were based mainly on two‐generation pedigree data, which are

limited by the randomness in a single transmission. In this study, we analyzed the

transmission of heteroplasmies in 16 four‐generation families. First, we found that

57.8% of the variants in the great grandmother were transmitted to the fourth

generation. The direction and magnitude of the frequency change during

transmission appeared to be random. Moreover, no consistent correlation was

identified between the frequency changes among the continuous transmissions,

suggesting that most variants were functionally neutral or mildly deleterious and

thus not subject to strong natural selection. Additionally, we found that the

frequency of one nonsynonymous variant (m.15773G>A) showed a consistent

increase in one family, suggesting that this variant may confer a fitness advantage to

the mitochondrion/cell. We also estimated the effective bottleneck size during

transmission to be 21−71. In summary, our study demonstrates the advantages of
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multigeneration data for studying the transmission of mtDNA for shedding new light

on the dynamics of the mutation frequency in successive generations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

As a vital organelle in eukaryotic cells, mitochondria supply the energy

for cellular processes. The mitochondrion has its own genetic material,

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which is a 16,569 bp double‐stranded

circular molecule and encodes 13 protein genes, 22 transfer RNAs, and

2 ribosomal RNAs. The coexistence of wild‐type mtDNA and mutant

mtDNA in mitochondria or cells is known as mitochondrial hetero-

plasmy. Many pathogenic variants are in a heteroplasmic state and could

compromise the function of the mitochondria (Stewart & Chinnery,

2015, 2021). The degree of heteroplasmy is related to the severity and

onset of the disease; a threshold of 60%−95% is proposed for the

exhibition of a clinical phenotype (Farrar et al., 2013; Stewart &

Chinnery, 2015; Tatuch et al., 1992; Wallace et al., 1999).

The level of heteroplasmy dynamically changes throughout life,

varies among different tissues, and is correlated with aging, the

production of reactive oxygen species, and germline selection (Hahn

& Zuryn, 2019; M. Li et al., 2015; Sondheimer et al., 2011; Wei et al.,

2019). Moreover, the level of heteroplasmy could be significantly

altered during transmission due to the so‐called “bottleneck effect”: only

a subset of mtDNAs in the oocyte of the mother (MO) are transmitted

to the offspring (OF) (Zhang et al., 2018). Understanding the inheritance

of mtDNA is crucial for predicting the probability of a pathogenic variant

being passed to the next generation and causing disease. Two important

relevant scientific questions are how severe the bottleneck (Nb) is and

whether the transmission process is neutral or under selection.

MtDNA Nb size can be estimated using a maximum likelihood

algorithm to search for parameters that best fit the observed allele

frequency change of shared variants in MO−oOF pairs. Based on

the analysis of 39 MO−OF pairs, Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al. reported

the Nb to be 26−35 (Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al., 2014). However, the

average Nb was estimated to be nine using a much larger trio size of

228 in our previous study (M. Li et al., 2016). Zaidi et al. built a more

sophisticated ontogenetic phylogenetic likelihood model that took

genetic drift and variable mutation rates into consideration (Wilton

et al., 2018; Zaidi et al., 2019), and obtained a similar Nb of 10−13.

Meanwhile, whether selection acts on mtDNA variants during

transmission is still unclear (Burr et al., 2018). Rebolledo‐Jaramillo

et al. proposed purifying selection against transmission of nonsynon-

ymous (NS) variants (Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al., 2014), whereas

selection against novel/unknown variants in rRNA genes was found

in other studies (M. Li et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2019). In contrast,

Wilson et al. found no evidence of selection on five common

heteroplasmic variants by investigating 577 MO−OF pairs (Wilson

et al., 2016). These different findings may indicate a limited scale and

intensity of selection during transmission; thus, a more sensitive

method is needed.

Most previous studies of heteroplasmy transmission were con-

ducted in two‐generation pedigrees. These studies on single transmis-

sion events were unable to infer selection on specific variants unless the

variant was shared by a large number of samples (Wilson et al., 2016),

and could be heavily influenced by the random drift due to the severe

Nb effect. In contrast, larger pedigrees, which include successive

transmissions, can provide additional power to investigate selection and

determine if specific variants are under continuous selection.

Unfortunately, very few studies have been conducted on large

pedigrees due to the difficulties in sampling. Zaidi et al. analyzed the

inheritance of mtDNA variants in 7 three‐generation and 2 four‐

generation pedigrees. However, the limited sample size and number of

heteroplasmies found (12) prevented them from properly investigating

selection (Zaidi et al., 2019). There are also two studies that compared

single cell mtDNA in large pedigrees and before and after transplanta-

tion, but these studies only examined the control region, which may be

subject to less stringent selection pressure (Yao, Childs, et al., 2007; Yao

et al., 2013, 2015). In the present study, we explored the pattern of

mtDNA transmission using 16 healthy four‐generation pedigrees,

including great grandmother (GGM), grandmother (GM), MO, and OF.

We found that most heteroplasmies detected in the GGM were

transmitted to the following generations, and selection was inferred for

specific variants, although no broad selection signal was observed.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Sample collection and library preparation

Forty‐nine four‐generation families were visited in different districts

of Punjab Province of Pakistan. After taking verbal consent from

participants of the study or legal guardians, blood (BL) samples or

buccal swabs (BS) were collected from participants. BL samples were

collected primarily from adults, while the BS were primarily collected

from children. We took the specimen from only one person per

generation. No clinical or phenotypic data was collected.

DNA was extracted from samples using the QIAamp DNA mini

kit (Qiagen). Extracted DNA was diluted to a concentration of 10 ng/

µl and subjected to DNA fragmentation using a Diagenode Bioruptor

(Diagenode). The mtDNA was enriched by hybridization with

polymerase chain reaction‐generated mtDNA baits, and the sequenc-

ing libraries were prepared following a multiplex sequencing protocol

(Maricic et al., 2010). Dual indices were used. The libraries were then
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sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq. 2000 (Illumina) in paired‐end mode

with a read length of 125 bp. Finally, 63.2G data were obtained.

2.2 | Quality control

The library construction of seven samples failed, resulting in 189

samples being included in the subsequent analysis. Most samples

from the OF were BS (35 out of 46), and samples from other family

members were mostly from BL (137 out of 143).

MitoMutCall was used to assemble the consensus sequence

(allele frequency ≥0.7, read count supporting the allele on each

strand ≥3, sequencing depth ≥5) (Liu et al., 2019). To screen for

possible mislabeling or incorrect kinship, we compared the consensus

sequences among family members; a problem was suspected if there

were more than four discrepant nucleotides between one sample and

the remaining family members, which identified 15 problematic

samples from 14 families. Strikingly, the minimum number of

discrepancies was 13 in these samples, indicating that they were

undoubtedly not from the same maternal lineage as other family

members. Moreover, the discrepant sequences did not match any

other families, suggesting possible adoption; thus, these samples

were excluded from the subsequent analysis.

2.3 | Detection of heteroplasmies

DREEP was used to call heteroplasmies (minor allele frequency (MAF) ≥

0.05, MAF on each strand ≥0.02, read count supporting either allele on

each strand ≥3, sequencing depth ≥200, DREEP score ≥10 using a

Poisson or the empirical distribution) (M. Li & Stoneking, 2012). No indels

were allowed in the 3 bp of the flanking sequence in each direction. We

also excluded the low‐complexity and ambiguity regions (302–316,

513–526, 566–573, 3106–3107, and 16,181–16,194). At positions with

at least one family member with heteroplasmy satisfying the above

criteria, an inherited heteroplasmy was called if both alleles were

observed with a frequency higher than 2% in the individual's MO.

In particular, the nuclear mitochondrial DNA (NUMTs) may be

enriched during the process of hybridization capture, which could lead

to false‐positive heteroplasmies (Husami et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2008).

In our previous study (M. Li et al., 2012), we have demonstrated that the

mapping strategy and criteria for calling heteroplasmy employed in this

study (i.e., reads were simultaneously mapped to the nuclear DNA and

mtDNA, with a minimum frequency higher than 2%) could eliminate all

NUMTs‐induced false‐positive heteroplasmies.

2.4 | Identification of potential contamination

Two scenarios of contamination were considered in this study (M. Li

et al., 2015). The first scenario was contamination from other

experimental samples. Contamination was suspected if more than

five heteroplasmies could be explained by contamination from

another sample in the same sequencing library, and more than 80%

of the nucleotides from the potential contamination donor at the

donor−recipient discrepant positions were detectable in the sample

(MAF ≥ 1%, MAF on each strand ≥1%, read count on each strand ≥3).

The second scenario was contamination from samples not included in

the sequencing library. Contamination was suspected if more than

five heteroplasmies could be explained by contamination from a

specific haplogroup, and more than 80% of the variants defining this

haplogroup were detectable in the sample. According to these

criteria, 32 samples were suspected to be contaminated (9 and 23

samples, respectively, for the two scenarios). An additional seven

samples were suspected to be problematic, as the distribution of

MAF at all heteroplasmic positions was significantly different from

that in other family members (adjusted p < 0.05).

Overall, 135 out of 189 samples passed all of the above filters,

resulting in data from 16 four‐generation families, 16 three‐generation

families, 9 two‐generation families, and 5 one‐generation families.

2.5 | Annotation of the heteroplasmies

Variants were annotated by ANNOVAR (K. Wang et al., 2010). The

mitochondrial haplogroup was determined by HaploGrep2

(Weissensteiner et al., 2016) and Phylotree (van Oven & Kayser,

2009). Pathogenicity was obtained via MITOMAP (Lott et al., 2013)

and MitImpact (Castellana et al., 2015) using the default parameters.

2.6 | Estimation of the Nb size

The maximum‐likelihood estimation (MLE) method described in our

previous study was used to estimate the Nb size (M. Li et al., 2016).

Briefly, we constructed a constant‐size model for the transmission of

the heteroplasmies which considered the influence of sequencing

error and the stochastic effect. We simulated different Nb sizes to

find the parameters that best fit the observed frequency change of

the heteroplasmies during the transmission from MO to OF. The

detailed formulas and procedures are described in the supplementary

file of the original article (M. Li et al., 2016). Because it is unclear

whether the heteroplasmies identified in the same individual were on

the same molecule or different molecules, the Nb size was estimated

for each of the two scenarios (one heteroplasmy was randomly

selected from each MO−OF pair in the former scenario).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Summary of the sequencing data

BL and buccal swab samples from 49 four‐generation families were

subjected to mtDNA enrichment and next‐generation sequencing (see

details Section 2). Seven samples failed in library construction. For the

remaining samples, the average sequencing depth was 2424 (interquartile
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range: 1332−3186). Fifty‐four samples were suspected to be mislabeled

or contaminated through quality analysis (see details Section 2). Finally,

135 samples from 46 families were used in the following analysis,

including 16 four‐generation families, 16 three‐generation families, nine

two‐generation families, and five one‐generation families.

3.2 | Summary of the heteroplasmies

In total, we detected 194 heteroplasmies with MAF at least 5% in 83

individuals, which were located at 118 positions. Heteroplasmies

were overrepresented in the D‐loop region, followed by the CYTB and

ND2 genes (Supporting Information: Figure S1). To further investi-

gate the transmission pattern of mtDNA heteroplasmies, we focused

on the 16 four‐generation families. For these, 94 heteroplasmies

were identified at 60 positions in 14 families, and 64.9% of the

heteroplasmies had an MAF less than 10% (Figure 1a). The number of

heteroplasmies per sample ranged from 0 to 7, which followed a

Poisson distribution (p = 0.26, χ2 test, Figure 1b,c and Supporting

Information: Figure S2).

3.3 | Transmission of the heteroplasmies in the
four‐generation pedigrees

A heteroplasmy was classified as inherited if the same alleles were

observed in an individual and her/his MO with MAF at least 2%;

otherwise, a de novo variant was called. Among the 45 hetero-

plasmies observed in the first generation (GGM), 33 (73.3%)

were transmitted to the second generation (GM), 29 (64.4%)

were transmitted to the third generation (MO), and 26 (57.8%) were

transmitted to the fourth generation (OF) (Table 1). The number of de

novo variants and disappearing variants were comparable (25 vs. 31),

showing a dynamic balance of the variant number during transmis-

sion. We noted that more inherited heteroplasmies would be called if

looser criteria were applied. For example, if an MAF of 0.5% in the MO

was required to define an inheritance event, the heritable proportion of

variants passed to different generations in the GGM increased to 83.6%,

78.2%, and 72.7%, respectively. However, inherited heteroplasmies might

be overestimated with this low frequency threshold due to the

occurrence of independent somatic variants at the same position in

different generations. Thus, an MAF threshold of 2% was used in the

following analyses. Moreover, positions with a high substitution rate

(defined as more than 10 independent occurrences in the mtDNA

phylogenetic tree) were also excluded.

The MAF of the heteroplasmies was significantly correlated

between successive generations (r = 0.87, p = 5.43e−15 for GM−MO;

F IGURE 1 Heteroplasmies in the 16 four‐
generation pedigrees. (a) The distribution of
minor allele frequency of all heteroplasmies.
(b) The distribution of heteroplasmy number
per sample. (c) The number of heteroplasmies
for each sample. Circles and triangles denote
the BL and BS tissues, respectively. The
density of the color indicates the number of
heteroplasmies. The green border indicates
that no heteroplasmy was identified in the
sample. BL, blood; BS, buccal swabs; GGM,
great grandmother; GM, grandmother; MO,
mother; OF, offspring.

TABLE 1 The inheritance of the heteroplasmic variants in
four‐generation families.

Generation All De novo Inherited GMMa GMb MOc OFd

GGM 45 ‐ ‐ 12 4 3 26

GM 43 10 33 12 5 26

MO 34 3 31 7 27

OF 39 12 27 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐

Abbreviations: GGM, great grandmother; GM, grandmother; MO,
mother; OF, offspring.
aGMM: the number of variants that can only be observed in GGM.
bGM: the number of variants that were transmitted to GM, but not MO,

or OF.
cMO: the number of variants that were transmitted to GM and MO, but
not OF.
dOF: the number of variants that were transmitted to GM, MO, and OF.
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r = 0.89, p = 3.12e−14 for MO−OF), except for GGM−GM (r = 0.18,

p = 0.19) (Supporting Information: Figure S3). The lack of correlation

between GGM and GM might be caused by the fact that GGMs are

older; hence, there was more time for heteroplasmy frequencies to

change since transmission, which has been observed in previous

studies (Arbeithuber et al., 2020; Burgstaller et al., 2018; Zaidi et al.,

2019). Consistent with this explanation, we found that the variance

of the MAF change in GGM−GM was greater than that in GM−MO

and MO−OF (p= 0.005, and p= 0.001, F test).

The MAF changes of heteroplasmies during transmission seemed

to be random and followed a normal distribution with a mean of zero

(p< 0.001, Shapiro–Wilk normality test, Figure 2a,b). Meanwhile,

the direction and magnitude of the frequency change during the

three generations of transmission were not consistently corre-

lated (Figure 2b,c), suggesting that the frequency change was

driven by random drift rather than persistent selection in one

direction. Thus, we speculated that most variants were function-

ally neutral or at most mildly deleterious. In addition, we

observed that the variance of frequency change of the variant

in one generation (C1), two generations (C2), and three genera-

tions (C3) were significantly increased with the number of

transmissions (0.0055, 0.0098, and 0.0132, respectively, for C1,

C2, and C3; C1 vs. C2, p = 2.93e−4, C1 vs. C3, p = 6.68e−6, C2 vs.

C3, p = 0.087, F test) (Figure 2a), indicating that the frequency of

variants could change significantly even without the involvement

of selection.

Natural selection might nonetheless be involved in the transmis-

sion of some heteroplasmies. We found that NS variants showed a

higher chance of being lost during transmission than other variants,

despite having similar MAFs (p = 0.0198, Fisher's exact test). In

F IGURE 2 Heteroplasmy minor allele frequency (MAF) change during transmission. (a) The distributions of MAF changes in one generation,
two generations, and three generations. (b) MAF changes during transmission. The top panel shows the MAF for each sample. The bottom panel
shows the MAF change during transmission. Circles indicate that the heteroplasmy disappeared in the sample, while an asterisk indicates
significant changes in MAF between generations. The labels at the top denote the family ID and mutation type (NC, nocoding; NS,
nonsynonymous; SS, synonymous). The labels at the bottom denote the nucleotide position, with the position showing a continuous MAF
change in the same direction indicated in red. (c) The correlation of MAF change between different transmissions. There was no significant
correlation in the frequency change between GGM−GM and GM−MO, whereas a negative correlation was observed between GM−MO and MO
−OF (r = −0.44, p = 4.92e−4). The only variant showing continuous MAF change in the same direction is indicated by an arrow. Triangles indicate
the five variants whose MAF did not significantly change across all three transmissions. GGM, great grandmother; GM, grandmother; MO,
mother; OF, offspring.
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addition, we found one heteroplasmy whose frequency showed a

consistent increase across generations (Figure 2b). Specifically, the

frequency of the mutant A allele at position 15,773 in family 8

increased from 3.6% in GGM to 21.1%, 39.7%, and 48.5% in

GM, MO, and OF, respectively. This heteroplasmy was located in the

MT‐CYB gene, and the variant was reported to be possibly associated

with LHON (Lott et al., 2013).

Two additional pathogenic heteroplasmies reported in

MITOMAP (Lott et al., 2013) were observed in the data set.

Variant m.7497G>A was reported to be associated with exercise

intolerance, muscle pain, and lactic acidaemia (Grafakou et al.,

2003). This variant was observed in the GM in family 18 with a

frequency of 7.7% and disappeared in MO. The NS variant

m.7859G>A in the MT‐CO2 gene, associated with progressive

encephalomyopathy (Uusimaa et al., 2004), was observed in all

members of family 20 with similar frequencies (GGM 94.6%, GM

99.5%, MO 99.4%, OF 97.1%), suggesting no significant selection

acting on this variant.

3.4 | Estimation of the Nb size during transmission

A MLE method was applied to calculate the Nb size during

transmission (M. Li et al., 2016). In the first model, we assumed that

heteroplasmies in the same individual were randomly distributed on

different molecules, so heteroplasmies were transmitted indepen-

dently. Thirty‐six MO−OF pairs involving 91 heteroplasmies with

MAF greater than 2% were used to calculate the Nb, which resulted

in an Nb of 48 (Figure 3a). Nbs estimated from different transmis-

sions were 38, 53, and 71 for GGM−GM, GM−MO, and MO−OF,

respectively (Supporting Information: Figure S4). Correspondingly,

we found that the three greatest frequency changes were observed

in GGM−GM transmissions, even though the overall distribution was

not significantly different between different transmissions (p = 0.24,

Kruskal–Wallis test).

In the second model, we assumed that variants observed within

an individual might be located on the same molecule, and thus, they

were always transmitted together and should be regarded as a single

transmission event. This hypothesis was supported by the observa-

tion that the frequency changes of two transmitted heteroplasmies in

the same individual were more similar than those of two transmitted

heteroplasmies in different individuals (p = 1.93e−13, Wilcoxon rank‐

sum test, Supporting Information: Figure S5). Then, one heteroplasmy

was randomly selected from each MO−OF pair to calculate the Nb,

and the process was repeated 1000 times. The optimum Nb

estimated from all MO−OF pairs was 30 (Figure 3b), while the Nbs

estimated from the transmission of GGM−GM, GM−MO, and

MO−OF were 21, 36, and 56, respectively (Supporting Information:

Figure S6).

4 | DISCUSSION

mtDNA possesses a higher mutation rate than nuclear DNA(Brown

et al., 1979). Whether these variants affect the function of the

mitochondrion and how deleterious variants are removed from the

mtDNA genome are important fundamental scientific questions.

Comparative analysis of mtDNA in different species and geographic

locations has revealed that some variants are under either positive or

negative selection at the population level (Cavadas et al., 2015;

Pereira et al., 2011; Ruiz‐Pesini et al., 2004; Soares et al., 2013),

suggesting that they are functionally important. Recently, selection at

the individual level has been investigated via the analysis of the

frequency change of heteroplasmic variants during transmission

(Giuliani et al., 2014; M. Li et al., 2016; Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al.,

2014; Wei et al., 2019; Zaidi et al., 2019). A great challenge in these

studies is that the MAF change during transmission is affected not

only by selection but also by the severe Nb that occurs during

oogenesis, which results in random frequency changes during

transmission (Floros et al., 2018; Zaidi et al., 2019). Thus, instead of

looking for variants/sites/genes under selection, previous studies

mostly focused on selection at a genome‐wide level, which may not

be very helpful for downstream functional analysis.

In this study, we collected a large sample of four‐generation

pedigrees to investigate the inheritance of mtDNA heteroplasmies.

This multigeneration data enabled us to investigate the selection on

F IGURE 3 The estimated mitochondrial
DNA bottleneck (Nb) size. (a) Likelihood curve of
the Nb size when using all heteroplasmies with a
frequency greater than 2%. (b) Distribution of
the optimum Nb sizes when using only one
heteroplasmy from each sample. A
heteroplasmy was randomly selected when
there was more than one heteroplasmy in the
sample, and the process was repeated 1000
times. The red line represents the best fitting
curve.
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specific variants. Among 45 heteroplasmic variants identified in the

GGM, we found only one variant that showed a persistent increase in

frequency during three transmissions (with MAFs of 3.6%, 21.1%,

39.7%, and 48.5%). The increase may be due to the possibility that

this NS variant in the MT‐CYB gene increased the fitness of the

mitochondrion/cell over the wild type, or it could just be a chance

event, further experimental investigation is needed. The most

significant frequency change was observed at position 13,395 (a

synonymous variant in the MT‐ND5 gene) in family 20, whose MAF

increased from 12.9% to 60.9% after the first transmission from

GGM to GM and further increased to 83.7%, which is high enough to

have an impact on mitochondrial function. Interestingly, the

frequency decreased to 62.9% after the third transmission, consist-

ent with the speculation that the function of the mutant mitochon-

dria might be impaired and thus selected against when it is at high

frequency. The second greatest frequency change was observed at

position 1717 in the MT‐RNR2 gene in the same family, whose MAF

was reduced from 31.6% to 0% after the first transmission and was

not observed in the subsequent generations. Although selection on

this position is possible, it is difficult to distinguish selection from

genetic drift in this situation. Of note, the MAF of another two

heteroplasmies (m.2235C>T and m.3116C>T) in the same gene also

significantly decreased during transmission (from 17.4% to 0 and

from 20.4% to 12.8%), suggesting that this region may be under

purifying selection, consistent with the findings in previous two‐

generation studies (M. Li et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2019). Additionally,

we found that NS variants were more prone to be lost during

transmission, suggesting that they may be subject to purifying

selection during transmission, which has also been found in other

studies using pedigree data (Floros et al., 2018; Rebolledo‐Jaramillo

et al., 2014; Zaidi et al., 2019). Meanwhile, there were also studies on

population data that identified the signal of purifying selection on

heteroplasmic mutations, which may be associated with the

pathogenic potential of these mutations (H. Li et al., 2017; Y. Wang

et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2014). Of note, the selection on mutations

might be context‐dependent (i.e., haplogroup and background muta-

tions), which was not investigated due to the lack of mutations that

were concurrently observed in different pedigrees (Yao, Ellison, et al.,

2007; Yao et al., 2013).

The estimated Nb size in this study ranged between 21 and 71.

This result is close to that reported by Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al.,

2014 but larger than that estimated by Zaidi et al. and our previous

study (M. Li et al., 2016; Zaidi et al., 2019). Since the estimation is

based on the distribution of the frequency change in two successive

generations, the discrepancy may stem from the differences in the

sample size, tissues, age, sex, haplogroup, or health status of the

participants (Arbeithuber et al., 2020; Johnston et al., 2015;

Nandakumar et al., 2021; Zaidi et al., 2019), which can potentially

lead to an altered MAF. Moreover, the Nb size estimated from the

younger generation data tended to be larger than that estimated

using the older generation data. A possible explanation is that

heteroplasmy frequencies may change during aging (Arbeithuber

et al., 2020; Johnston & Jones, 2016). A significant correlation was

observed between age and the frequency of mtDNA variants (Elson

et al., 2001; Rajasimha et al., 2008), as expected since mutation

frequencies do change over time. This can result in a frequency

change distribution with a larger variance, which could lead to an

underestimation of the Nb size.

Our study has several limitations. First, two types of specimens

were used, the specimens taken from the OF (most of whom were

children) were mostly BS, whereas the specimens from other

generations were BL. As the level of heteroplasmy varies between

tissues (M. Li et al., 2015), the comparison results between two

tissues should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, we noted

that the two tissues were similar in terms of the number and

frequency of the heteroplasmies (Supporting Information: Figure S7),

and recent studies found a high correlation between the buccal swab

and BL in heteroplasmy level (r = 0.97) (Zaidi et al., 2019), especially in

younger individuals (r2 = 0.92) (Rebolledo‐Jaramillo et al., 2014).

Therefore, the difference in sample types should have a limited

impact on the investigation of mtDNA transmission in this study.

Second, the specimens investigated in our study, as well as previous

studies on the inheritance of mtDNA, are tissues that have under-

gone a long period of time after the transmission, which may give rise

to new somatic mutations and alter the frequency of the mutation.

We call heteroplasmies using a relatively higher frequency threshold,

so that more than 90% of the mutations had a MAF greater than 10%

in at least one family member, a frequency that somatic mutation

rarely reached (M. Li et al., 2015). Thus, our results on the mtDNA

transmission should not be heavily influenced by somatic mutations.

In summary, we investigated the dynamics of the frequency

changes in mtDNA heteroplasmies over three successive generations

in humans. Although the frequency change of variants seems to be

random, the frequency of a few variants showed consistent changes

over the course of multiple generations, which may result in

significant changes in mitochondrial function. Selection is suspected

to be involved in the transmission of some variants, in particular

selection against NS variants, and discovering the underlying

mechanism and to what extent it could help to avoid the

accumulation of harmful variants merit further investigation.
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